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The Dome at lebua
Mezzaluna 
ดินเนอร์หรูได้แสงแววแก้วครู่ "Mezzaluna"

ที่ก๋องเซราคารายการดูหนังที่น่าอยู่ ขณะนี้อยู่ในรูปแบบวีโอเนม 360 องศา การดูที่ตาเป็นเรียบราดอย่างเคร่งครัด

ห้องอาหาร สามารถเลือกเมนูของที่มองเห็นการเติบโตของความ

กรอบเดิมของร้าน ชั้นเดิมเดิมเช็คจะเป็นอยู่ในแบบเดิม เต็มเต็มไปด้วยอาหาร

ที่ถูกใจอย่างยิ่งใหญ่

บางที่อาจแกะเก็บถังที่ไม่น่าอนุญาต 4 ครั้ง และ 7 ครั้ง

เน้นรูปแบบสุดยอดอาหารไทยโบราณอีกอย่างสุดยอดอาหารที่มี

เข้ารูปสื่อสาร เชื้อฟัน และเชื้อฟันสี สีสัน ริ้วรอย

เนื้ออาหารบริโภคที่มีความใส่ใจมีดีว่าการคัดสรรวัตถุในทุก

ขั้นตอนให้มีคุณภาพ และซึ่งสิ่งที่เราสามารถเรียนรู้ได้จากสุข

บริโภคจากหลากหลายประเภทต่างๆ ที่ลูกค้า สามารถเลือก

ประเภทจากนี้แล้วตัวร้าน

เริ่มกับที่ท้าทายความต้องการของท่าน เราแนะนำ Crispy Niam We Banana

คาราฟที่สุดยอดเครื่องดื่มที่จะทำให้ร่างกายฟื้นฟูผ่านการให้ใช้ผล

กิจกรรมนี้ เนื่องจากสิ่งที่เราประสบในรูปแบบนี้ภูมิใจ

ลักษณะ และมีกิจกรรมในรูปแบบนี้ทำ กิจกรรมนี้ที่ท่าน

เรียกชื่อนี้ และเมื่อมีผลกระทบและเชื้อเชื้อ สร้างฟิวชันที่สุด

ของเราต้องให้ความรู้สึกในแบบนี้

เชิร์น่าที่ Nova Scotia Lobster ที่มีกิจกรรมในรูปแบบนี้

กลิ่นหอม ราศีที่ดี โรสรูปร่างภูมิทุ่ง สำหรับ Barco Fork Secreto

หมูอ้งน่าจำเป็นผูกมัดแล้วไปยังข้างนอก ถามผู้เสียดสีเร้น Miyazaki Beef

Rib Eye Cap เนื้อเปรี้ยวที่จะใช้เป็นส่วนที่เราใช้เดินทางไปที่หมู่บ้าน Aradei Chocolate 70% อีกทีก็สิ่งที่เป็นข้อกิจกรรมที่มีกิจกรรม

สิ่งที่มีความหมาย "Mezzaluna" ที่มีอยู่ 05 ประเทศ

วาเนอร์ แดง แคนาดา ทูริสมาร์ค – อาซิค 
เวลา 18.00-01.00 น. โทร 02-624-9555
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TEMPELMASSAGE VS. LUXESPÁ
Het mag gezegd in Bangkok krig je de beste massages ter wereld.

- De Wat Po tempel heeft een lange traditie, wat je kunt aflezen uit de beelden en muurschilderingen. Het is de beste plek voor een hoofdpijn- en schoudemassage voor weinig geld (200 baht/€ 6). Na een uurtje sta je herinnerd weer buiten, zeer gunstig de massages! &
  dacht hoofdpijnstudent.
- Ook de spa's van luxehotels bieden een allerk entrepreneurial. Het decor van de squisite ingrediënten bevat de belangrijkste, gecombineerd op een mystieke lucht in de Sofitel So Spa, bringt je in een spa, en in complete stilte.
  De ochtendhalve uur duurde de massage kost 3400 baht (€ 110).

careerin en hotel

UITGAAN OP SHILETO’S EVS FLIPFLOPS
- Skybar en opwindend restaurant, heerlijk hoogleren, zijn een ware rage in Bangkok. Voor
trendy dus moet je debarke naar de Sky Bar. Wa
  Hollywoodstars tegen trappen daad je af wat de
  strengste koppie van de State Tower, een van
  Bangkok’s hoogste wolkenkrabbers. In de bar,
  een lichtgevende kroonluchter, werd je geconfronteerd
  op leefjaarmarkt en een voorwerp uit goed,
  over de stad. Dit is de hoogte gelegen
  openluchtrave de wereld, op de 70ste verdieping.

- In het klimaat van de Sky Bar verraait de Vertigo en Moonbar bewerk op het eigentij
  Kangaroo Tree hotel. Ook met aansluitende
  uitzicht, maar gezellig in Above Eleven.
  Frisse van de heerlijke fizzle, een originale mix
  van Japanse en Perzische.

- Ik hou dierbaar zijn er in de stad die niet
  slaapt, uiteraard ook gewone bars die best
  zijn, en waar je zelf naar aan kunt op de
  top. The monkey is de nieuwste trendy uitgaan
  in het retro getrakte Fat Cat, geen
  ebook vol beeld, die hard
  bepaalde onderstaan zijn vormgeving
  maken. In het heerlijk klimaat van Rooftop
  kun je dan de beste vieren voor een
  speciaal geschenk.

De pittoreske straten van Bangkok Barcelona, een
  zijn de speurtocht, welke het me
  naar Witte Café in
  kant, dat de specifieke bezoeker in het
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Rajasthan Properties
lebua comes to India

With three opulent Rajasthani properties, the Bangkok-based lebua group is all set to up India’s luxury ante

A fast-growing luxury brand, lebua Hotels & Resorts has its origins in the Thai capital. The group is known for taking a unique approach to hospitality that aspires to tap into a deeper level of exchange with guests to create emotional connections. With an award-winning lodging collection that includes Bangkok’s best-performing luxury hotels (Tower Club at lebua and lebua at State Tower), three magnificent properties in India (Devi Garh by lebua, Udaipur; lebua Resort, Jaipur; and lebua Lodge at Amanbagh, Jaipur), and an exclusive property in New Zealand (Lake Ohareka Lodge by lebua), the group offers guests a truly memorable experience.

The Tower Club at lebua, Bangkok, truly epitomises luxury ideal for both business and leisure, this five-star hotel is the city’s most coveted. lebua is also well known for its spectacular dining and nightlife options. Suspended in the sky on the 63rd floor of The Dome at lebua, Sky Bar is a hit with the city’s rich and famous. Enjoy drinks here before dinner at Sirocco, the world’s highest alfresco restaurant.

But if you’re looking for a holiday in India, book one of the following lebua properties. Through unmatched atmosphere, exceptional guest services, and unique dining options, lebua offers Indian travelers a culturally rich, locally rooted and customised experience.

Devi Garh by lebua, Udaipur

An 18th-century Rajput palace, Devi Garh by lebua has been transformed into a sophisticated romantic retreat. Featured in Conde Nast Traveller India’s list of 20 most romantic resorts, the property offers a truly distinct vision of traditional and modern India. While the exterior has been restored to its original splendour, the interiors showcase chic, contemporary Indian design, local marble and semi-precious stones.

Devi Garh by lebua also serves as an excellent wellness destination. Its tranquil ambience is punctuated only by the sound of fountain water, while the stone and natural landscaping create calm spaces that invite contemplation. Guests can watch the sunrise over the mountains and practise yoga on the rooftop as they feel the stress of daily life melt away or indulge in one of the many treatments on the menu at La Terre Spa by L’Occitane.

Unique guest services

For the adventurous traveller, there is a wide range of recreational and possibilities at Devi Garh by lebua, all with a variety of culture-filled routes. Choose from activities such as kite flying, jeep safari, trekking, polo tables, croquet, green, star gazing with a telescope, bicycle rides, yoga and camel and horse rides. Highlights include a complimentary guided tour of the surrounding village of Dlwa, as well as the “Exclusive Udaipur” excursion, which features a private viewing of the City Palace of Udaipur and cocktails with the Maharana of Udaipur.
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Innovative dining

Bringing Devi Garh by lebua to an experience in itself, its authentic home-cooked flavours, using only the finest ingredients available, served in the former royal courtyard where the restaurant now located. Devi Garh’s multi-cuisine restaurant offers guests the choice of both Indian and international cuisines.

If you’re looking for a place to relax and enjoy a few drinks, Devi Garh by lebua’s bar is the ideal place for you. Featuring spectacular sunset views, the bar is a fun, relaxed space integrating the colours and energy of Rajasthan. You’ll be spoilt for choice here with an eclectic mix of drinks such as spritz dressed with pomegranate juice or jasmine syrup served alongside tasty bar bites. The bar also features a special tasting menu to indulge your taste buds. The authentic Indian flavours excite guests at a quintessential aspect of Indian cuisine and street food prepared by the resort’s expert chefs.

But Devi Garh’s pièce de résistance is its wide variety of private dining and event options. The Rain Room, formerly the meditation room of the ancestral family, is adorned with original calligraphy and seats host the Sheesh Mahal which can seat 500 people. Ancient mirror-work with the Rooftop Balcony offers breathtaking views; the Janana Courtyard is serene with a modern fountain and ancient yogis; the Restaurant Terrace is an alfresco venue with mountain views; and the Garden Suite is absolutely perfect for a sit-down dinner or an outdoor event.

lebua Resort, Jaipur

This resort is inspired by Jaipur’s Jantar Mantar, the world-renowned astronomical observatory built by Maharaja Jo Singh II in 1728, where gigantic arcs and blocks of stone calculate the movements of the stars and planets. All private villas and luxury suites at lebua Resort look out on the Aravali Hills and the bedrooms are decked out in jewel-toned colours with black-and-white zigzag terrazzo floors and banjar bathrooms.

Unique guest services

lebua Resort, Jaipur also offers an array of thrilling adventures in the Aravali Hills and the surrounding area. Take your pick from kite flying, cycling, table tennis, hot-air ballooning, elephant rides, mountain biking, bird watching, jeep safaris, mini golf, croquet, star gazing, camel, horse, and elephant rides.

The resort can also provide jewellery bars with the opportunity to explore the old city’s many jewellery bazaars, lunch with a jewellery designer, antique viewings and a visit to the world-renowned Gem Palace, which has designed pieces for Hollywood and Bollywood stars.

If you’d like to explore the city, lebua Resort can arrange for walks with a famed Jaipur filer, whose three-hour excursions provide unique and fascinating insights into the city.
Innovative dining

Guests can dine at the resort’s gold and silver-toned Vastra Restaurant, which offers contemporary Indian and European cuisine. Or they can kick back and enjoy some delicious drinks and snacks at The Chakra Bar, whose décor reflects the moving night sky, presenting a fine selection of wines and detectable Indian and Continental finger food.

lebua Resort can also arrange for private dining and events in a number of locations. Choose from Mahal Pavilion, which as the property’s highest vantage point, offers glorious views; Yara’s Summer Dining space; or a variety of private dining and event locations.

lebua Lodge at Amer
Acol, is a chic, tented retreat rooted in nature with 40 modern tents that hug the 18th-century Amer Fort wall and are set against the expansive views of the Aravali Hills. Wild peacocks and birds grace the property, while you are surrounded by a wealth of nature trails to explore. The tents are enhanced with a sculpted landscape against a backdrop of rocky hills. The interiors are done in shades of red stone, canvas and wood, giving a sense of pared-down luxury through a strong contemporary aesthetic.

Unique guest services
At this luxury lodge guests are provided with an assortment of activities, one highlight being a complimentary nature walk led by a World Wildlife Fund and Conservation Society veteran. Kite flying, bicycle rides, croquet, tennis, elephant polo, hot-air ballooning, bird watching, jeep safaris, and camel rides, and elephant rides are some of the additional activities on offer.

Innovative dining

The resort’s Tarun Restaurant offers traditional Indian food fused with subtle flavour combinations and ingredients from the property’s garden. The restaurant’s architecture features traditional arches that have been twisted to create a dynamic roof contour. Private dining and events can also be arranged in beautiful outdoor spaces and in pop-up tents.

For more information on lebua Hotels & Resorts, visit www.lebua.com.
ROYAL EXPERIENCE IN LEBUA INDIA HOTELS

印度莲花酒店的皇室体验

对于许多未曾去过印度的人而言，莲花的巨幅写在夕阳余晖中散发着如人般
般，这幅图看起来像是一处树林，它被命名为“莲花酒店”。
的描述可能来自印度的艺术家，将荷花的形象和莲花酒店的建筑结合起来，
的旅程，莲花酒店位于印度的拉贾斯坦邦，以其莲花的形状而闻名。酒店

它是一座用现代手法复制的十八世纪皇宫

Media: Airport Journal / China
Article: lebua Lodge at Amer
Page: 66-67 Date: October 2013
lebua Hotels & Resorts

Media: Airport Journal / China  
Article: lebua Lodge at Amer  
Page: 66-67  
Date: October 2013
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Online Coverage
Website: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRDIDCJYuwU
Article: Sirocco – Bangkok Nightlife / Thailand
Date: October 22, 2013


Kein modernes Design, nein, der Wellness-Tempel residiert in einem klassischen vierstöckigen Haus im Thai-Stil, ausgestattet mit wunderschönen Teakholz. Da werden dann die Breitling-Uhren abgelegt, die Prada-Tasche verschwindet im Schrank, der Versace-Dress kommt auf den Bügel – und schon geht es unter den kundigen Händen der Thai-Masseurinnen in den süßen Himmel – Luxus pur!
Sirocco Sky Bar (Bangkok, Thailand)

The place to go for a night standing awkward, surrounded by tourists, sipping overpriced cocktails. With cocktails starting around 520, means the views must be amazing, they're okay I guess. If anything go for one drink then move on (if you can find a taxi willing to take you). The best indication of tourist traps in Bangkok is where taxi drivers know they can easily scam you. The Lebua Hotel a prime target as taxi after taxi pull up to try to take us off. A forced walk to nearby streets finds the honest drivers. If you do plan on visiting the Sky Bar bring an old person (or maybe a company). We did and were given seats at the Sirocco Restaurant. I go with the Hangover director famously served an location to crew/filming the Hangover 2. Meh. As far as rooftop bars go Bangkok has a lot of them. Take your pick. Personally I prefer lower levels of skyline where you can actually see buildings. As a Bangkok resident I prefer the rooftop bars at Skyline Jazz Club (below right) or my local Long Table in Sukhumvit.

Singapore Slings (Downtown, Singapore)

In a city where everyone is a foodie the best drink they can master is the Singapore Sling? Singapore Slings are horrible and my guess is Singaporean’s are ashamed of them. More of a bad drink than a drink. Please do not waste time and money at the Raffles Long Bar. Embarrassing. Of course I haven’t been myself but I know US$20 is better spent elsewhere. I personally want for a cheaper option. Singapore Sling at Clarke Quay. Matching garnish to create an ugly blend of Horribleness. In for a penny in for a pound I did this at the Riverside Hostel. Probably listening to Gangnam Style.

About The Author

If you like this article (The Curse of Tourism) and want to read more, please visit us here: http://live-less-ordinary.com/southeast-asia-bangkok/travel-in-southeast-asia-tourist-attractions
What hot guys do
10/21/2013 8:48:29 AM EAT / Thailand

Name: Nikhil Deokar
Age: 31
What he’s doing now: Sales manager - Oldbridge
Status: Life up ahead says “5’10” 4’4”
Where he likes to eat: I rarely won’t be original when I say that my favorite restaurant is Sirocco at Tower Club at Lebua. Wishing as a salesperson for a premium quality paper producer and supplier for the hotel restaurants, makes me slightly curious about how the best chefs can make the best use of the product I sell to them. We certainly work with few restaurants in Bangkok but I personally find Sirocco the best one. And not only because they are our best customer. Just look at this stunning panoramic of Bangkok when you stand on the 66th floor. All the city lights and firey hues you leave down below. Eat, relax and live out of daily stress. Moreover, excellent service!

What he likes to eat: When it comes to the menu, its composition will meet even the highest set expectations.

As a “pepper head” I usually go for the dishes where pepper is strongly disposable.

Buffalo Mozzarella is my first choice for a starter. Also, Filet Boscaise gives you unbelievable rich and delicately buttery flavor.

For the main course, my number one is the Flagon Beef Tenderloin. Very tender and succulent, delight you with every bite you take. Accurately seasoned with Kampot pepper which is regarded as the best pepper in the world, enhancing the dish with outstanding aroma and flavor.

It also looks like there is not even a gram of fat. Really important for someone who wants to stay fit.

Regarding dessert, well, this was always my girlfriend’s privilege to choose but at the moment, I’m looking for someone who could take care of this sweet part of dinner.
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Bangkok Restaurant Launches Cutting-Edge Menu: 'China 2020'

Breeze restaurant in Bangkok has launched a new cutting-edge menu featuring contemporary dishes designed to give guests an interactive dining experience.

The Chinese restaurant Breeze in Bangkok features a new cutting-edge menu of contemporary dishes designed to give the guests an interactive dining experience.

Breeze, a Chinese restaurant located in the five-star Lebua hotel in Bangkok has launched a new, cutting-edge food menu called "China 2020." The innovative menu is a result of the "rise of China's affluent middle class," which in recent years is changing the way the Chinese dine, according to a source close to the restaurant.

"The Innovative China 2020 menu is inspired by the new level of sophistication we are seeing in the way the Chinese dine. With the rise of China's affluent middle class in recent years, the direction of dining is pointing toward a greater variety of healthful and medicinal cuisine, better quality ingredients, and a more experimental and experimental attitude," Breeze's master chef San Pong explained.

"Many young professionals who grew up eating traditional Chinese dishes prepared at home by their mothers are now using their disposable income to enjoy the fun of dining out at upscale restaurants."
Bangkok’s lebua Shows Off New Interactive Menu

October 22, 2013

Locals in the know have caught onto this new trend of interactive dining, and we hear that lebua hotel in Bangkok is the next to jump on the bandwagon.

Breeze, the hotel’s Chinese restaurant, has created a new, interactive dining menu called China 2020 (think food and cocktails inspired by China’s hottest dining trends).

The China 2020 menu allows diners to enjoy both traditional and modern favorites, with an interactive experience that includes mixing their own cocktails and rolling a dice to determine their “lucky” sauce for steaks.

Guests may choose any of the following five entrees:

Discovery - Diners must break open a box of salt to reveal a box hiding their entrée - a roast duck with water chestnuts, shiitake mushrooms and Chinese wine.

Back in Time - This traditional dish of lamb shanks with Chinese cabbage and mushrooms is served in a nympha basket.

Appearance - “7 Stars Around The Moon” features eight small dishes with ingredients including lobster, foie gras, King Crab and sea urchin.

Excitement - Guests put their dinner in the hands of fate by rolling a dice to see which of six sauces will be served with Omi beef.

Youth - Celebrating a modern, Western classic, this “Chinese burger” is served with vegetable fries.

For more information visit www.lebua.com.
Related Results
1. Looking For... Tour Of Bangkok and the VIP dating
2. Find What You Want. Look For... Tour Of Bangkok and the VIP dating services

TOUR OF BANGKOK AND THE VIP ESCORT SERVICES

Bangkok features an exotic culture, a rich history and contemporary style. These features make it a prominent place for many tourists from all over the world. It is the most exciting city of Thailand with lots of sensational sights. It is also the commercial and financial hub of Thailand. It is then not surprising that it also has an excellent selection of Bangkok escorts. All luxury Bangkok Escorts you will find the best Thai girls to ensure that your stay in Bangkok is truly a great time. With our exceptional VIP services you can make the most of what Bangkok has to offer.

Amazing Bangkok

Bars and nightlife are great places to visit and to enjoy a drink with your selected escort. There are lots of bars in Sirocco to have fun with your partner. It is an open air bar located at the State Tower Lebua. Bamboo bar is another place for those who want to enjoy the best drinks of the city. Bangkok is full of nightlife and bars where you can enjoy beauty and party or relax at the same time. Most of the bars in Bangkok feature cool and stylish lounges where you can organize a party with your friends. You are looking for cocktails? “Spaana” will be your destination.

Our escorts will also be happy to give you a personal tour of “Patong”, “Silom Area” and “Nana Plaza”. Bangkok’s red-light districts.
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Dine at The Dome at Tower Club at lebua

October 24, 2013  By: K. Clara Srinath

Tower Club at lebua is a five-star hotel that optimises Bangkok's beauty. The world-class service and accommodations are unrivalled by the top-notch dining options at the hotel. The Dome at lebua is home to Bangkok's highest collection of bars, restaurants, and lounges.

Dining and Bar options at The Dome include:

- Mezzaluna, which features modern innovative cuisine. Twin chefs Thomas and Nicholas Giling offer an ever-changing menu of modern European cuisine with subtle Asian flavors. A Conde Nast Traveler Hot Tables winner, Mezzaluna, found on the 60th floor, is the highest restaurant on the property.

- Sirocco, located on the 63rd floor of the Dome at lebua, is the world's highest alfresco restaurant and one of Bangkok's hottest restaurants. Sirocco has breathtaking views of Bangkok and the Chao Phraya River. Seating options include an open-air terrace and a spectacular glass sky bridge that is suspended in mid-air.

- Skybar Suspended in the sky on the 63rd floor of The Dome at lebua, the Sky Bar is the world's highest open air bar, which has a panoramic view of Bangkok and the Chao Phraya River. With such an enthralling presence coupled with a select selection of the finest vintages, beverages, and cocktails in Bangkok, this roof top bar is unanimously accepted as the cooled bar in Bangkok.

- Alone is located on the 66th floor and offers premium and authentic malt whiskies, ryes, and cognacs. A unique feature of field is the Oyster Bar, Pink Diamond Oysters, Exclusive Petrossian Caviar and fresh sushi and sashimi present a delightful selection.along with the finest champagnes and wines from a walk-in wine cellar. Hand-rolled authentic Cuban Cigars are yours to enjoy together with drinks in the adjoining open-air Cigar Terrace.

- Celeste (located on the 52nd floor) is situated several steps from Breeze and a few floors away from Sirocco, Mezzaluna, Distil, and the Skybar, and is a popular rendezvous spot for social gatherings or dinners. Bin Aggiato!
Photograph of the week: Lebua at State Tower

Lebua at State Tower is known for its golden dome with its fantastic view, fine dine cuisine and luxury accommodation. It became especially famous after the launch of the well known film "The Hangover Part II" and now is a ‘must see, must stop’ destination when visiting Bangkok, Thailand. The image below was taken during Jon Raho’s first visit to the place, and it really took his breath away. Upon arriving at the State Tower, you are greeted by the hotel staff and escorted to the rooftop where the Dome is located as well as the fine dinning “Sirocco” restaurant and “Sky Bar”. They are very strict about taking photographs and only allow you to take them at the the sky bar, and of course no tripods! Which is a shame as it really limits the photos you can take. The image was taken hand held with the ISO all the way at 1600.

http://www.aluxurytravelblog.com/2013/10/23/photograph-of...

Full Article
玩转泰国曼谷 天使之城的全方位旅行指南

文末：

如果看过《宿醉2》的话，这家酒店的客房就不必介绍了。薇拉大酒店的特色在于屋顶酒吧和餐厅。567间豪华客房宽敞、舒适，将仿古透明玻璃房，以独特的方式展现。特色的是“夜景俱乐部客房”，位于屋顶。一系列的客房和公共区域，如同夜景游乐场。《宿醉2》拍摄的这个泰式酒店，位于曼谷中心的最繁华地段。

地址：泰华路1055号 电话：+66 (0) 2 624 9999 价格：6,000泰铢(200美元)起
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lebua - Hangover / China

Date: October 24, 2013

If you've seen "Hangover," this hotel makes a cameo appearance. lebua Hotel's main feature is a rooftop bar and restaurant. Located in the plush area known as "Silom," this hotel offers a range of luxury services, from a helipad to a range of private dining rooms. The restaurant serves a variety of international cuisines, including Thai, Chinese, and Western. The hotel also has a swimming pool and a fitness center.

Address: 500 Silom Road, Bangkok 10500 Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 2624 9999
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